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Abstract
In the past few years, a large number of scholars have paid attention to manager responses. Although the existing research has helped us to have a good
understanding of some problems related to manager responses, there are still
some academical and management problems. Moreover, no attempt has been
made to consolidate and synthesize research in this area. As consumers increasingly rely on online retail, hotel reservation and information search, and
the continuous growth of social media, the importance of manager response
cannot be overemphasized. Based on a systematic review of several studies, we
have made a comprehensive analysis of the manager responses in multiple
dimensions, and raised the current and ongoing research key issues. Companies respond to different types of reviews (for different types of reviews, different platforms and different response strategies), which may have different
effects (three aspects of platforms, hotels and consumers), which can be explained by attribution theory, social learning theory and others. The future
research should further explore whether there are other key influencing factors in the review response, and try to analyze the reasons why different factors have different influence from a new theoretical perspective.

Keywords
Online Reviews, Manager Response, Systematic Review, c2c Interactions,
Social Influences

1. Introduction
In the era of Information, customers have more and more channels interacting
with companies. Customers can not only reflect their positive or negative experience of shopping by commenting on e-commerce platform (like Taobao,
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JDcom etc.), but also comment about the content publishing on companies’ official micro blog. Moreover, customers can discuss with other customers or companies about product design or experience and give their suggestions in the
brand community. For example, according to the data collected by Wang and
Chaudhry (2018), it is found that on the top three tourism websites (TripAdvisor,
Expedia, hotels. Com), the proportion of hotel managers responding to reviews
has gradually increased, and TripAdvisor’s response is the most positive. In
2015, nearly 52% of reviews were responded, and Expedia’s response to reviews
increased significantly in 2014 and 2015, from the previous 8% to nearly all reviews 25% of the total, hotels.com lagged slightly in the ability to respond to reviews, up from 18.1% in 2015.
As the interacting channels increasing, customers have more freedom publishing their reviews about brands and productions, no matter positive or negative, on different platforms. Various marketing researches have verified the impact of online reviews on product sales (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Godes &
Mayzlin, 2004, 2009; Zhu, 2010), customer satisfaction (Forman et al., 2008),
and stock prices (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2012). With the huge communication efficiency of the Internet, companies are urged to closely monitor and manage
online reviews.
Previous researches have found that positive reviews have a positive impact on
product sales and evaluation (East et al., 2008), and for brands that consumers are using, the effect of positive word-of-mouth on improving purchase intention is greater than that of negative word-of-mouth (East et al., 2017). Corresponding previous studies have found many negative effects of negative reviews,
which is a serious threat to marketers (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2010), because
negative reviews have potential hazards, which will damage consumers’ company attitudes (Purnawirawan et al., 2015), purchase intention (Lee & Youn, 2009),
product trial (Huang & Korfiatis, 2015), product sales (Cui et al., 2012) and ultimately affect the image of the company in the market (Lee & Youn, 2009). In
addition, Kim et al. (2016) also found that negative comments have a negative
impact not only on the reviewers who post the comments but also on the viewers/bystanders.
In the face of these threats of negative comments, enterprises must find ways
to control these adverse effects. This method is review response. Previous studies
have found that review response can effectively alleviate the negative impact of
negative reviews from consumers (Sreejesh & Anusree, 2016; van Noort &
Willemsen, 2012; Weitzl et al., 2018). As the manager responses is a new concept, the research on it is still in its infancy. The first concern of relevant research is the effect of manager responses, that is, whether manager responses can
bring significant impact on companies. After that, most scholars turn to study
the different effects of different types of manager responses. There are two types
of manager responses that are classified according to the way of companies’ responses: defensive responses and accommodative responses (Lee & Song, 2010),
and previous researchers have found that different platforms (Platform Type
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Brand-generated vs. Consumer-generated) (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015; van Noort
& Willemsen, 2012). Some researchers also found classification according to the
type of review (severity of company error explained in the review) (Tathagata &
Amar, 2018; Weitzl et al., 2018).
Through the literature review, it is found that most of the researches are based
on the attribution theory to explain how the manger responses alleviates the
negative impact of the negative review (Kim et al., 2016; Lee & Song, 2010; Li,
2018; Weitzl et al., 2018), or to explain with the reinforcement theory and social
learning theory (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015; Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017). It can
be found that the theoretical basis of related fields is relatively weak.
In addition, it is worth noting that in the previous studies, most of the results
about the impact of manger responses focused on the evaluation, attitude and
loyalty of consumers to brands (Ghosh, 2017; Lee & Song, 2010; Tathagata &
Amar, 2018; van Noort & Willemsen, 2012; Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017), and a
few scholars are concerned about the willingness of review observers to participate in the review (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015) or the future purchase intention
(Kim et al., 2016).
Based on the above review of manger responses, At the practical level, more
relevant research is expected to help companies formulate appropriate review
response strategies, while at the theoretical level, there are many research gaps
worthy of attention for scholars to explore. So this paper will discuss the previous research on review responses from three key points: the strategy of manger
responses, the influence of manger responses and the theoretical explanation of
manger responses.

2. The Concept and Classification of Manger Responses
Nowadays consumers have more and more opportunities to tell their complaints
to the public, which leads to great challenges for companies (Hennig-Thurau et
al., 2010). Because the existence of negative reviews may have a negative impact
on a large number of potential consumers, and have a great impact on consumers’ brand perception, choice and loyalty (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Sen &
Lerman, 2007; Vermeulen & Seegers, 2009), companies need to detect and intervene it, so they can control the potential harm (Malthouse, 2007). These behaviors of monitoring and intervening online complaints carried out by companies are called “WEBCARE” (Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017). Van Noort and Willemsen
(2012) first gave an accurate definition of “the behaviors of responding to consumers’ feedback (such as questions, concerns and complaints) through active
search network, and interacting with (complaining) consumers online”.
In addition to “WEBCARE”, there is also the management response, also known
as manager responses, which is also a concept on review response. Wang and
Chaudhry (2018) defined it as “the behavior of managers responding to online
reviews publicly”. Many researchers rely on experiments to demonstrate the impact of management response on consumers’ attitude (Lee & Cranage, 2014),
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satisfaction (Min et al., 2015), trust (Sparks, So, & Bradley, 2016) and the evaluation of companies (Crijns et al., 2017; Lee & Cranage, 2014). This concept is
mostly based on the background of hotel reviews. Most of them are about the
hotel mangers’ response to reviews. Compared with the concept of “WEBCARE”
which is just for negative reviews, manger responses are applicable to both positive and negative reviews, which is quite suitable for the situation of this paper.
Therefore, this paper adopts the concept of manger responses.
After describing the basic concept of manger responses, it is more important
to understand how predecessors classified manger responses. Because the manger response contains several key influencing factors which carry the platform of
manger response, the subject and object of responses. So next, this paper summarizes the previous researches and discusses the classification of manger response according to the type of response platform, the way of response and the
type of response.

2.1. Platform Type of Manger Response
Generally, the types of response platforms can be divided into social platforms
and shopping platforms, manger responses of companies will have different impacts on different platforms. Shopping platforms mainly refer to hotels. Many
scholars have conducted a lot of research on Hotels’ manger responses (Chevalier et al., 2018; Li, 2018; Wang & Chaudhry, 2018; Yan & Wang, 2018). Other
scholars have conducted research on social networking sites like Facebook
(Johnen & Schnittka, 2019; Schamari & Schaefers, 2015; Sheng, 2019).
In addition to this classification, Schamari and Schaefers (2015) also classify
platform types into consumer generation platform and brand generation platform, based on social learning theory they propose manger response as a reaction to positive engagement to be an effective marketing tool for reinforcing observing consumers’ engagement intentions, especially on consumer-generated
platforms.

2.2. Reviews Type of Manger Response
According to the general review classification, the types of manger responses can
be divided into negative reviews responses and responses on positive reviews.
Most of the existing researches focus on the negative review response, because
negative review can give consumers more influence on purchase intention than
positive review (East et al., 2017). For the research of negative manger responses,
from the beginning of exploring the usefulness of manger responses (Lee & Song,
2010), it has gradually developed to study the impact of negative review classification on responses. These classifications mainly include: the impact of the consistency of negative reviews (Lee & Cranage, 2014; Lee & Song, 2010); the impact
of the degree of negative reviews’ service failure (Chang et al., 2015; Li, 2018),
the impact of the vividness of reviews (Lee & Song, 2010); the impact of the type
of observers (viewer vs. poster) (Kim et al., 2016); whether the rating of negative
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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reviews is very low (Gu & Ye, 2014); volume and variance of negative reviews
(Xie et al., 2014), etc.
In the researches of positive manger responses, only the step of whether positive manger responses have effect was carried out (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015),
and whether the tailored positive responses have negative influence on reviews
observers (Wang & Chaudhry, 2018).

2.3. The Type of Response Strategy
The most important part in the research of manger responses are what kind of
response strategy the companies use. Therefore, different scholars give different
response strategies for different review valence.
First for negative reviews, brand response strategies encompass two main categories: accommodative or defensive (Marcus & Goodman, 1991). This distinction is based on whether the brand does or does not acknowledge responsibility
for the complaint (Kim et al., 2004). Accommodative responses signal that the
brand accepts responsibility by including an apology, compensation, corrective
actions, helpful information, or regret (Davidow, 2003). Defensive responses reject responsibility and include indicators such as denial, doubts, excuses, trivializing, or accusations (Conlon & Murray, 1996; Marcus & Goodman, 1991).
Many literatures have explored these two types of responses (Chang et al.,
2015; Johnen & Schnittka, 2019; Lee & Cranage, 2014; Lee & Song, 2010; Li,
2018), basically all the researches consider the accommodative responses to be
better than the defensive responses, because generally speaking, the accommodative response is better than the defensive response strategy to stimulate favorable consumer results, such as better brand evaluation or purchase intention. But
in the research of Johnen and Schnittka (2019), it was found that defensive response may have better effect in the case of hedonic products, but it will decrease
in the case of practical products.
In addition to the classification of accommodative and defensive, previous
scholars also based on the voice of reviews (impersonal vs. personal) (Schamari &
Schaefers, 2015), professional voice or conversational human voice (Sparks et al.,
2016), tone of voice organizational response (personalized vs. corporate) (Crijns
et al., 2017), the type of brand communication (formal vs. informal) (Johnen &
Schnittka, 2019). All of these can be attributed to the same type, i.e. anthropomorphic mood and nonanthropomorphic mood.
There are other related categories of negative manger responses, such as the
speed of responses, which have been proved to have no significant impact on
consumer satisfaction in the consumer platform (Min et al., 2015), while have an
great impact on consumers in the social platform (Johnen & Schnittka, 2019).
Whether the response contains empathy and whether the response contains the
content of the review have a significant impact on consumer satisfaction (Min et
al., 2015), but the framework of manger responses (past action or future access)
has no significant impact on consumer preference (Sparks et al., 2016).
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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Finally, the credibility of the response (Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017), the source
of the response (brand itself vs. brand advocates) (Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017),
the situation of benefit (hedonic vs utilitarian) (Johnen & Schnittka, 2019), and
the response volume (Sheng, 2019), also have a significant impact on consumers.
The response classification for positive reviews is less, only Schamari and
Schaefers (2015) found that the response effect of positive reviews on the consumer generation platform is better, and Wang and Chaudhry (2018) found that
the higher the similarity between the response and the review, the lower the
consumer’s hotel rating.

3. The Impact of Manger Response
According to the above three important components of manger response (platform, subject and object of responses), this research discusses the impact of
manger responses from three aspects: the impact on consumers, the impact on
websites, and the impact on companies.
For the consumers, because the main viewer of the manger response is still
other consumers who browsing the review area, the main influence object of
manger response is also other consumers who browsing reviews (review observers). Therefore, most of the previous researches focused on the impact of responses on review observers. Among these impact researches, Lee and Song
(2010) found that more observers think that negative reviews are consensus and
vivid, the more they think that companies make mistakes and give negative reviews, and many scholars also regard the attitude towards brand or company as
a dependent variable (Ma et al., 2015; Rose & Blodgett, 2016; van Laer et al.,
2013; van Noort & Willemsen, 2012; Wei et al., 2013; Weitzl & Hutzinger, 2017).
The main impact of website reviews is that it will have an impact on the willingness of other consumers to post reviews in the future. Schamari and Schaefers
(2015) found that the personal voice response of companies in the consumer
generation platform can enhance the willingness of consumers to participate in
reviews; the corresponding Sheng (2019) also found the elements of responses
(response volume|, response Length, response speed) has an impact on consumer participation in reviews. In addition to the above two articles, many other
scholars have also found the impact of responses on the number of reviews (Li et
al., 2017; Proserpio & Zervas, 2017). In addition to the volume of reviews, consumers’ ratings are also affected. Although some scholars have found that responses have no significant impact on the subsequent scores of review posters or
review viewers (Gu & Ye, 2014), but some scholars also found that the responses
can significantly affect the next rating of review viewers (both positive and negative review responses have a significant impact) (Wang & Chaudhry, 2018), and
a large number of scholars have similar findings that the significantly affect of
responses on consumers’ rating (Chevalier et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Proserpio
& Zervas, 2017). Other influences include voting on the usefulness of reviews,
higher popularity ranking of hotels (Li et al., 2017), and length of following reDOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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views (Chevalier et al., 2018).
The impact of manger response on the hotel is mainly reflected in the purchase intention of consumers, for example, some found different response strategies will affect the purchase intention of potential consumers (Mauri & Minazzi,
2013); others found the response of negative reviews can increase hotel revenue
per available room (Xie et al., 2014) and the future purchase intention of posters
and viewers (Kim et al., 2016). Li (2018) also found that different responses
strategies to different negative reviews would have an impact on the purchase
intention of potential consumers.

4. The Mechanism of Manger Response’s Effect
As the previous research focuses on the response of negative reviews, so most of
the theories used are to alleviate the negative attitude of consumers, such as attribution theory. There are other theories like reinforcement theories and social
learning theories that can bring positive effects to companies.

4.1. Attribution Theory
According to “attribution theory” individuals tend to formulate logical and
well-reasoned accounts for incidents and behaviors they wish to understand.
These causal inferences have important effects on individuals’ subsequent reactions (Bandura & Walters, 1977; Kelley & Michela, 1980). Applied to the service
failure context, “failure attributions” are defined as the causes inferred by complainants of why the service problem actually occurred (Weitzl et al., 2018). The
most common categorization of attributions used to study service failures stems
from Weiner (1979), who identifies three independent dimensions: attribution
of locus, attribution of controllability, and attribution of stability.
Attribution of locus refers to who or what the service failure should be attributed to. If the complainants attribute the problem to themselves (“internal
attribution”), it is called low locus; when the problem is attributed to the company or brand (i.e. “external attribution”), it is called high locus (Weitzl et al.,
2018).
Attribution of controllability refers to the complainant’s inference about whether the company can avoid the problem (Browning et al., 2013). When consumers
attribute service failure to uncontrollable and unforeseeable reasons, they will
not associate it with the company’s voluntary or negligent behaviors, but with
situations beyond the company’s control. However, when consumers perceive
(high) controllability, they may try to punish the company for failing to protect
customers from controllable failures (such as foreseeable problems) by switching
suppliers or participating in NWOM (Folkes et al., 1987).
Finally, attribution of stability refers to the fact that the complainant believes
that the cause of service failure is temporary (changing with time) or relatively
permanent (Browning et al., 2013). If the complainant attributes the failure to
stability, the possibility of dissatisfaction will increase in the future, and then
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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whose friends and acquaintances will be reminded not to buy anything from related companies or brands (Browning et al., 2013).
Relevant researches have found that when consumers agree with negative reviews, companies’ response to external attribution (defensive response) is more
able to change consumers’ negative attitude than that to internal attribution (Lee
& Cranage, 2014). Weitzl and Hutzinger (2017) found that negative reviews’ response has considerable potential to reduce the failure attribution disliked by the
complainants, which may lead to behaviors adverse to the company or the brand
(for example, expressing criticism to colleagues). However, the impact depends
on whether the complainant has a perspective entity in the past.

4.2. Empathy Theory, Social Learning Theory and Others
Empathy is considered to be an important factor in understanding consumers
and meeting their needs (Drollinger et al., 2006). Lack of empathy among employees can cause a high number of customer complaints. Therefore, empathy is
considered a key component in responding to customer complaints (Min et al.,
2015). Scholars found that negative review responses with empathy content were
more likely to attract potential customers (Min et al., 2015).
Consumers learn not only from direct experience, but also by observing them
and imitating the behavior of others (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015). Therefore,
when consumers observe the dialogue between the review poster and the company, they learn that the company is trying to solve the problems encountered
by consumers. Viewers may think that the company’s response has a higher
complaint utility because of its obvious identity and expertise (Breitsohl et al.,
2010). Therefore, the positive effect of negative review responses on viewers is
higher than that of posters (Kim et al., 2016).
Other theories include the social comparison theory and prospect theory
which introduced by Weitzl and Hutzinger (2017); and the cognitive dissonance
theory and emotional sharing theory is introducing by Kim et al. (2016); finally
the psychological resistance theory and indirect reciprocity theory is introducing
by Yan and Wang (2018) and Wang and Chaudhry (2018).

5. Future Direction
Based on the above three aspects, this paper finds that although predecessors
have made a lot of contributions in the research field of manger responses, there
are still some research gaps worthy of further exploration by later researchers.

5.1. The Future of Manger Response Classification
The first point: researches on the valence of reviews in manger responses. Previous researches have focused on negative reviews (Johnen & Schnittka, 2019;
Lee & Cranage, 2014; Lee & Song, 2010; Ma et al., 2015; Mauri & Minazzi, 2013;
Sheng, 2019; Xie et al., 2014), but few have focused on positive reviews. In the
future, more scholars are expected to study the positive review response, for
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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example, the impact of the positive review type on the manger response, or the
different impact of the frequency, speed, content length and other factors of the
positive manger response on consumers.
The second point: the research of review content in manger response. Previous studies have classified the review content according to the severity of failure
(Chang et al., 2015; Li, 2018), consistency (Lee & Cranage, 2014; Lee & Song,
2010), vividness (Lee & Song, 2010), length, and the number of empathic information (Min et al., 2015), and then studied the impact of different review elements on the response. However, according to the analysis of the practice, the
review content itself contains a lot of elements, such as the emotional, factual,
time proximity and other elements can be further explored.
The third point: the type of manger response. In previous studies, the types of
response to reviews were roughly divided into defensive response and accommodative response (Chang et al., 2015; Johnen & Schnittka, 2019; Lee &
Cranage, 2014; Lee & Song, 2010; Li, 2018); formal response, informal response;
personal response, impersonal response (Schamari & Schaefers, 2015); manager’s response, general employee’s response (Sparks et al., 2016); internal response, response from other consumers; or classification based on the speed and
length of manger response. Although the classification of these responses can
summarize most of the real scenes, there are still new situations such as whether
the manger response is hidden, whether the manger response only displays the
rest of the first two lines and so on. In view of these new situations, we also hope
to explore the different effects on consumers.

5.2. The Future Explore of Theoretical Explanation
Due to the strong practical significance of the research related to manger response, many impacts or effects can be explained in clear language, or verified
with rigorous models and a large number of data. As a result, the theoretical basis of research in related fields is relatively weak. The most widely used theory in
the research of negative manger response is attribution theory (Weitzl et al.,
2018), because attribution theory can explain how manger response can alleviate
the negative impact of negative comment on consumers (Lee & Song, 2010), and
why consumers see different review types will have different attitudes towards
companies. The corresponding social learning theory has also been applied in
related fields, because social learning theory can explain the phenomenon that
consumers participate in reviews more after observing reviews (Schamari &
Schaefers, 2015). In the future research, more scholars should explore the theoretical explanation behind the various effects of manger responses, such as fluency processing theory and psychological resistance theory.
First, future researches can use the theory of fluency processing theory to explore the internal mechanism of manger response affecting consumers. In general, the theory distinguishes two modes of information processing: fluent processing, which is largely holistic and occurs without much deliberate reasoning,
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2020.85002
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and less-fluent processing, which is rather step-by-step and deliberate (Joško
Brakus et al., 2014). After observing the manger response of the positive reviews,
consumers get a lot of positive information about the hotel. Because of the theory of fluency processing, consumers will be more inclined to process as a whole,
so they will transfer their preference for manger response to the preference for
companies or brands.
Second, future researches can explore the negative impact of manger response
on consumers through the theory of psychological resistance. When an individual’s autonomy or freedom is deprived or threatened, psychological resistance
will occur (Brehm, 1966). Previous researches have explained the influence of
psychological resistance on consumers’ attitude towards marketing information,
and found that consumers are more distrustful and dislike to perceive advertisements with obvious guiding intention, and are more reluctant to buy the
products they publicize (Robertson & Rossiter, 1974). Therefore, when consumers browse the positive manger response, the company’s propaganda information and advertisement contained in it may cause psychological resistance of
consumers. So it can explain why the positive comments will reduce the consumers’ evaluation of the enterprise.
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